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Cannon’s Canon
By Tom Cannon, Fearless Leader

February Meeting
Cider & Mead Competition
Alexandria, VA
Saturday, February 9

March Meeting
Stout Competition &
St. Patrick’s Day Party
Saturday, March 9

Geez it’s cold outside! I just got
back from the homebrew shop,
getting some grain for brewing
this weekend and it’s about 29
degrees outside and the wind is
whipping. Well, it’s going to be
a bit warmer when we brew,
and it sure will be easy to chill
the wort down to pitching temperatures, and that’s certainly
the best thing about brewing in
the winter. And, of course we’ll
end up with a bunch of beer to drink, which is the point,
right?
Speaking of good beer, how about those beers at the
January meeting, and how about the crowd! Usually the
January meetings are pretty restrained, but thanks to
the DC Homebrewers who joined us for the meeting, it
was hopping! People were crammed into the basement
of Meridian Pint, but everyone I saw had a beer in their
hand and a smile on their face. Thanks to Mike Reinitz
for helping to put this meeting together.
Speaking of thanks, I want to give a big Thank You to
Tim Artz for organizing the BJCP exam that was given
the morning of the January BURP meeting. We had 11
participants for the exam and they all looked pretty well
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prepared. Good luck to the folks who took the exam and
I look forward to seeing them judge at the 2013 Spirit of
Free Beer!
Sorry to say I won’t be at the February BURP meeting. I
have an overriding commitment, along with Colleen,
Andy Anderson and Kathy Koch, to be in Austin,
Texas eating BBQ and drinking beers from the dozen or
so brewpubs in the Austin area. Expect a full report in
next month’s newsletter. There’s a chance we may be
able to hook up with some of the folks from the Zealots,
the Austin Homebrew Club. If we do make it to their
meeting, I’ll be sure to give regards from all BURPers.
I think I have meeting locations for the rest of the year,
but I’m still tying up a few loose ends. We will be in Vienna, VA for the March meeting on March 9 and Bruce
Bennett says he is again willing to hold our annual July
Pool Party at his house in Nokesville. More to come on
places and dates for future meetings in next months
newsletter.
So that’s about it for this month’s rant. I hope you all
have a great time at the February meeting, and I’ll see
you all in March!

From the Ministry of Culture
By Wendy Aaronson, Nick Griner & Royden Henry
Co-Ministers of Culture

The purpose of BURP monthly competitions is to encourage brewers to advance their brewing skills by improving recipe formulation and/or technique based on
objective feedback from score sheets or by experimenting with styles they’ve never brewed. Competitions promote education and the availability of great tasting
homebrewed beer at meetings.

January IPA Competition Hoppily Quenches The first competition of 2013 was an extravaganza
of 43 beers brewed by 31 brewers and 7 brewing
teams. That was over twice as many beers as our
last IPA competition. There were 4 English IPAs, 8
Imperial IPAs, and 31 American IPAs. BURP and
the DC Homebrewers love their hops and they
know how to make phenomenal IPAs. We know,
because as competition organizers, we tasted a
large percentage of them. To judge that many
beers in a short time, there were 8 pairs of judges.
A BJCP judge and novice made up the pair. Many
thanks to the judges: Colleen Cannon, Aaron
Williams, Mike Reinitz, Nick Aakre, Matt Pyle,
Joe Federico, Robert Stevens, Glenn Shel-
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lahamer, Wendy Schmidt, Dan Dugan, Bruce
Bennett, Larry Jackson, Wendel Ose, Maris
Fry, Mike McGuire and Liz Laposata. Each pair
forwarded 1 or 2 beers to a best of show round
that was judged by Fearless Leader, Tom Cannon
and DC Homebrewer representative, Bill Jusino.
First place honors went to BURPer Mark Hogenmiller for his American IPA named Hop Tiger. He
kindly provided his recipe below. The judges enjoyed the complex citrusy hop profile. Second place
went to BURP and DC Homebrewer, Mike
Tonsmeire for an American IPA and third place
went to a relatively new BURP member, Robert
Andres for an Imperial IPA. Many thanks to all of
the brewers for your contribution!
Upcoming Competitions: Please note that there
was an error on the competition list in the January
newsletter. The September German Styles competition includes Category 15 – German Wheat and Rye
Beer. Here is the corrected schedule. We are looking for clone ideas. The criteria are: easily available
in the DC Metropolitan area (that means Montgomery County) and something you want to replicate.
We also want to combine this with an enlightenment session conducted by the brewer. Please contact us at culture@burp.org if you have any recommendations.

Meeting

Competition

2013

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September

October

India Pale Ale (Category 14)
Meads & Ciders (Categories 24, 25,
26, 27, 28)
Stouts (Category 13)
Light and Amber Hybrid (Category 6
& 7)
Best Beer With Chili
No Competition (Spirit of Free Beer
leftovers…free beer!)
Fruit & Spice and Everything Nice
(Category 20, 21, and 17F)
American Pale Ale (Category 10A)
German Styles (Categories 1D, 1E,
2A, 2B, 3, 4B, 4C, 5, 6C, 7A, 7C, 15A,
15B, 15C, 15D, 22A)
Clone Competition – Rules will be
forthcoming
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Real Ale
Winter Warmer

2014

January
February
March
April

David vs. Goliath – Battle between
Session & Imperial
Belgian and French Ale (Category 16)
Stouts (Category 13)
TBD

February Competition: It’s time to change
gears for a month and let BURP’s cidermakers and
meadmakers show us what they’ve got. Any form
of cider or mead will be accepted, and we’ll definitely need some experienced cider/mead judges to
lend a hand. Check out Categories 24-28 at:
http://www.bjcp.org/2008styles/catdex.php Please
pre-register your entries by Thursday, February 7
by emailing us at culture@burp.org with the following information: Brewer Name(s), Category and
Subcategory, carbonation level and sweetness (ciders), special ingredients (if applicable), and cider/mead name (optional).
March Competition: What better way to celebrate than with stouts! Anything in Category 13 is
fair game – Dry Stout, Sweet Stout, Oatmeal Stout,
Foreign Extra Stout, American Stout, and Russian
Imperial Stout. Style guidelines can be found at
http://www.bjcp.org/2008styles/style13.php.
April Competition: We can celebrate spring with
Light and Amber Hybrid beers. The style guidelines
can be found at
http://www.bjcp.org/2008styles/style06.php and
http://www.bjcp.org/2008styles/style07.php .
For recipe ideas, there are several books in the
BURP library. Contact Bob Sholtes, and he will
bring these to the February meeting.
January IPA Competition – 1st Place Winner
Hop Tiger
Brewer: Mark Hogenmiller
Style: American IPA
TYPE: All Grain
Recipe Specifications
-------------------------Batch Size: 11.00 gal
Boil Size: 12.59 gal
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Estimated OG: 1.057 SG
Estimated Color: 6.0 SRM
Estimated IBU: 59.3 IBU
Ingredients:
-----------21.00 lb
Pale Malt (2 Row) US (2.0 SRM)
1.00 lb
Cara-Pils/Dextrine (2.0 SRM)
1.00 lb
Caramel/Crystal Malt - 40L (40.0 SRM)
1.00 oz
Columbus (Tomahawk) [13.00 %] (90
min) (First Wort Hops )
1.00 oz
Chinook [13.00 %] (90 min) (First
Wort Hops)
0.66 oz

Galaxy [14.00 %] (30 min

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.66

Centennial [9.70 %] (0 min)
Cascade [6.20 %] (0 min)
Simcoe [13.00 %] (0 min)
Galaxy [14.00 %] (0 min)

oz
oz
oz
oz

1.00 oz
Cascade [6.20 %] (Dry Hop 10 days)
1.00 oz
Columbus (Tomahawk) [13.00 %] (Dry
Hop 10 days)
0.66 oz
Galaxy [14.00 %] (Dry Hop 10 days)
2.00 tsp
Gypsum (Calcium Sulfate) (Mash 60.0
min)
1 Pkgs
Yeast-Ale

American Ale (Wyeast Labs #1056)

Notes:
Mash Grains at 153 -154 F for one hour. Boil for
90 Minutes. Ferment at 68F. After Primary Fermentation, dry hop with a blend of Columbus, Galaxy
and Cascade Pellets and hold for 10 days.

The BURP Institute for
Enlightened Brewing Practices
By Joe Federico, Steve Marler and Robert Stevens
Co-Ministers of Enlightenment

The New Year has begun and the Ministers of Enlightenment are here to help you make your brewing resolutions come true. At the January meeting, a large group
of BUPRers and DC Home brewers participated our first
Brewer’s Corner of the year. Our BURP panel of experts
helped over 10 brewers identify issues with their brews,
and provided advice on what changes could be made.
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We are hopeful that everyone who participated found
the session interesting. We are going to hold another
Brewer’s Corner during the February meeting so be sure
to bring any beer you might want to discuss (and, of
course, drink).
Aaron Share, the BEST meeting coordinator, his wife
Jenni and their cat have decided they are ready for a
new adventure, and have pulled up stakes and are relocating to New Hampshire. Two years ago, Aaron helped
host and coordinate the new members group and then
took over the coordination of the BEST meetings last
year. We will miss his energy and positive attitude but
wish the Shares all the best in their future endeavors.
The BURP Mardi Gras happy hour will be held February
12 at the Fireworks Wood Fired Pizza near the Courthouse Metro,
http://www.fireworkspizza.com/Arlington/Web/.
Fireworks has given us access to their back dining area
and extended their Happy hour to 7:00pm. After the
Happy Hour the group will move to Wilson Blvd. for the
Clarendon Mardi Gras parade,
http://dc.about.com/od/specialevents/ss/ClarendonMardi-Gras-Parade.htm that starts at 8:00pm. In order
to adjust our Fireworks reservations to make sure we
can accommodate everyone, would you please send an
email to Enlightenment@BURP.org if you plan on attending.
As mentioned in last month’s newsletter, the MoE committee is in the process of planning events for the upcoming year. If you would like to join the committee, or
have any ideas for educational events for the club,
please let us know at Enlighten@BURP.org.
Laissez les bon temps rouler!!

A	
  Better	
  Way	
  to	
  Chill	
  Wort	
  
By Calvin Perilloux

Wort chilling is a task
that every serious
homebrewer has to
deal with, and depending on the beer
and time of year, it
can sometimes be one
of the most challenging. Yet, if you can’t get the wort chilled to the right
temperature, there’s a huge chance your beer won’t turn
out as you hoped or expected.
We could write a nice, long paper on the methods and
science of chilling wort, but to make it simple: (1) We
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need to get wort from 212° F to 70° F or lower, and (2)
while we’re doing that, the temperature difference between the wort and the cooling water narrows, and so
the rate of heat extraction drops dramatically.
You no doubt see this yourself if you use an immersion
chiller, which chills wort quickly from 212° F down to
perhaps 150° F or even 120° F, and then the rate of
temperature change slows to an eventual crawl -- as
your water meter spins! So initially, temperature drops
quickly, but then what? Use a hundred gallons of tap
water to chill five gallons of wort? Or spend the money
and for the next batch switch to a more efficient counter-flow or plate chiller?
The gist of it is this: Immersion chilling uses a lot of water, and if you want to get close to the temperature of
the cooling water, it will use incredible amounts of water. When wort is 210° F and tap water is 65° F, you
have a 145° F difference, and the cooling proceeds
quickly. Once the wort gets down to 80° F, which is still
too warm to pitch most yeast strains, there’s only a 15°
F difference, and it takes your tap water (very roughly)
almost ten times the water flow to keep cooling at that
same rate.
Enter the well-known ice bath pre-chiller with a second
coil. This can help, but you need to reduce flow to a
frustratingly slow rate for the chilled water to really be
cold. Worse, the water you use still goes down the
drain. I used the pre-chiller method for chilling lager
wort in late winter when I had a mountain of snow piled
on the north side of the house – free chiller ice. It still
took a lot longer than I expected.
There’s a far better alternative that uses little ice and
saves a lot of water. I was helping one of the FOAM club
guys with a problematic pre-chiller and hit on this method, then found various others on the internet also using
it: Skip the pre-chiller hardware and simply recirculate
the ice water itself through the wort chiller.
The equipment for this
chilling method is minimal.
If you’ve already got an
immersion wort chiller
coil, all you need is some
cheap tubing, a big bucket, and a fairly inexpensive submersible fountain
pump. And a GFCI. Don’t
neglect that! I use a $26
SunTerra 320 GPH fountain pump, and I don’t
recommend anything
much smaller because the
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pump needs to be sized large enough to overcome the
substantial resistance of the wort chiller coils.
If your ice is free, like after a winter snowfall, you can
use this method to do the entire chill process from boiling temperature to pitching temperature, but in most
seasons when you need to buy (or make) ice, it’s cheaper to use tap water the “normal” and wasteful way first
to chill the wort down to 100° F or so, and then move
the tubing over to use recirculated ice water.
Unlike the usual immersion chilling methods, you are
recirculating the ice water, so you can run this as fast as
you like, or as fast as the pump will manage, which
helps speed up the cooling process without wasting water. The ice cubes or slush ensure that the re-chill of
warm return water is fast, much faster than with a prechiller in the ice bucket. All you have to do is keep the
wort moving a bit by stirring (or the “Jamil” recirculation
method) so that you move cooled wort away from the
cold coils, but if you’re lazy, you don’t even have to do
that, and you can just let this chiller run longer and use
no more water and only pennies more electricity.
A note on GFCI: A 120 volt electrical circuit like this,
which is immersed in water, should either use a GFCI
outlet or a circuit with GFCI breaker (I installed the former). If you don’t have that, buy a GFCI adapter or extension from Lowe’s or Home Depot. In the rare event a
defect allows water to reach the electrical contacts inside the pump, the GFCI will trip and cut the power instead of turning the water, coils, and kettle into a shock
hazard.
In summer with my 5-gallon batches, I use roughly an
8-pound bag of ice for ales and 12 pounds of ice for lagers. In my tests at home and one that I did at Flying
Dog Brewery for a demo, we were able to chill 5 gallons
of water from over 90° F down to 50° F in less than 15
minutes. Try beating that with just tap water! And our
total water usage for that step? Only about three gallons
– including the ice!
If you are currently using an immersion chiller for your
wort, then when it comes time for an upgrade you
should definitely consider upgrading to this recirculating
ice-bath method. It’s simple, makes efficient use of water, and equipment cost is low.

Field	
  Trip	
  to	
  NERAX	
  2012?	
  
By Jamie Langlie

Looking for a tasty early spring getaway? You’re welcome to join Paul and me on a field trip to the annual
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New England Real Ale eXhibition (NERAX) in Somerville
(near Boston), MA. While this fest has been on Paul’s
bucket list for some time, we decided the time was ripe
to give it a go after attending the 2011 Edinburgh Real
Fest where we met several Scots who are NERAX regulars. We hope to connect with some of them while we’re
there. When not at the Exhibition, we’ll be exploring
other Boston area beer venues.
The New England Real Ale eXhibition is organized by the
Cask-conditioned Ale Support Campaign. CASC is an allvolunteer organization dedicated to boosting awareness
of and demand for Real Ale in New England.
NERAX 2013 will be CASC’s 17th Festival. In 2013, they
expect to serve over 100 firkins of Real Ale and Cider,
comprised of over 50 British beers from England, Scotland, and Wales; and over 50 American beers, mostly
from New England. All the beers are cask-conditioned,
served by gravity or hand-pump.
For more NERAX info, go to
http://www.nerax.org/nerax.html If you’re interested in joining us, let us know so we can coordinate
plans. E-mail: Jamie à jamie@langlie.com or Paul à
paul@langlie.com Cheers!

This	
  Month	
  in	
  BURP	
  History	
  
Compiled By Bill Ridgely

10 Years Ago (Feb 2003) –
On Feb 7 and 8, 2003, BURP
organized and hosted the 5th
Masters Championship of Amateur Brewing (MCAB V). For
those unfamiliar with this
event, now in its 16th year,
MCAB is a national homebrew
competition organized by volunteers committed to identifying and recognizing excellence
and achievement among amateur brewers. The participants are winners of fifteen
qualifying competitions held across the United States
and Canada (BURP’s Spirit of Free Beer is one of those
events). Since MCAB qualifiers must have already displayed a high level of brewing skill, it is considered by
many to be the World Series of home brewing. Over the
last few years, the MCAB event has been focused nearly
entirely on the competition itself. But in 2003, BURP
went the extra mile and provided judges and attendees
with a great educational and social experience as well. It
began on Friday evening with a truly special reception.
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Co-sponsored by Hop Union and U.S. Representative
Jim Moran (D-VA), the reception took place in the
beautiful and historic Caucus Room of the Cannon House
Office Building on Capitol Hill. BURP members contributed over a dozen kegs of excellent homebrew to this very
classy reception. The competition itself was held on Saturday morning. The full list of winners (as well as event
sponsors) can be seen at
http://www.burp.org/mcab5/winner03.asp. Following
the competition, a special program was held at the world
famous Brickskeller in Dupont Circle. Bob Tupper, creator of the renowned Tupper’s Hop Pocket Ale and Pils,
hosted the program. Bob spoke about the vision behind
his products and how that vision was brought to reality.
This was followed by a roundtable discussion featuring
other GABF-winning brewers from the Washington, DC
area (all, of course, with samples of their beers for tasting). Finally, on Saturday evening, the weekend capped
off with a gala awards banquet held at the American
Legion Hall in Arlington. Entertainment for the banquet
was provided by Rock Bottom Arlington brewer Marty
Brooks, who performed as both Elvis and AHA president Charlie Papazian (you had to be there!). Overall,
it was a wonderful event, thanks to the efforts of many
BURPers, and is still renowned in the history of MCAB.
You can view some great photos taken by BURPer John
Esparolini at
http://www.pbase.com/sloopjohne/mcab5_pics.
Since MCAB took the place of the February BURP meeting, there was no newsletter published in Feb 2003.
15 Years Ago (Feb 1998) – The Feb 1998 meeting
was held at the Oxon Hill Jaycee Center in Ft Washington, MD. The featured event was the annual stout competition, and concurrent with the competition, voting for
1998 officers was held. The latter event was a simple
exercise in democracy, since there were no contested
positions. Tom Cannon returned for a 2nd term as
BURP Fearless Leader (listed in the newsletter as “Intrepid Leader”). The stout competition, then and now
BURP’s longest running club competition, boasted 24
entries. Eleven judges evaluated the beers at several
tables, and five were sent forward for Best of Show consideration. The winners were: 1st place, Mike Megown
(Oatmeal Stout); 2nd place, Mike Megown (Sweet
Stout); and 3rd place Bob Dawson (Dry Stout).
20 Years Ago (Feb 1993) – New BURP President
Wendy Aaronson outlined her ambitious plans for the
year at the Feb meeting, including BURP's 1st nationallysanctioned competition. A vision of newly-elected Culture Minister Tim Artz, the competition was scheduled
for May and came to be called "The Spirit of Free Beer".
Wendy also put out a call for volunteers to help with the
research project she and Bill Ridgely were engaged in
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on the indigenous beers of the Andes and the Himalayas. The call was for "individuals, especially women,
who can chew corn balls". The now legendary "Women
of BURP Chicha Chewing Project" took place at Wendy's
house on Feb 25. Polly Goldman later reported that
the comment most often heard was "I'll chew, I'll spit,
but I won't drink the stuff". She also mentioned that
John Gardiner volunteered to participate because he
evidently misheard that Wendy and Bill were "looking for
cornballs". I would note that this event took place quite
a few years before Sam Calagione of Dogfish Head
Brewing Co “discovered” this ancient way of converting
starch to sugar and filmed his own chicha chewing session for his reality TV series.
25 Years Ago (Feb 1988) – The February BURP meeting was held at the Bethesda home of Bob & Ellie
Tupper. There was no real theme for the meeting, but
a large and lively crowd attended and contributed a
wealth of good beer and good food. The highlight was a
commercial keg contributed by Bob & Ellie. They had
recently flown in a keg of Bridgeport Winter Brew from
Portland, OR for their regular beer tasting at the Brickskeller. This wonderful beer, brewed with Scottish pale &
crystal malts and bittered with N. Brewer hops from
Washington and Kent Goldings imported from Canada,
was a true nectar of the gods, weighing in at 6% ABV.
This was complimented nicely with some leftover holiday
homebrews contributed by BURP members.
30 Years Ago (Feb 1983) - In February 1983, BURPer
Bob Frank attended (and served as a judge at) the
Home Wine & Beer Trade Association conference &
competition in Memphis, TN. There were 9 beer style
categories in the competition – American Light Beer,
Full-Bodied Light Lager, Dark Lager, Pale Ale, Brown Ale,
Sweet Stout, Dry Stout, Porter, and Barleywine. The
February BURP meeting was hosted by Ralph Bucca
and featured a commercial beer tasting. Secretary Dan
McCoubrey reported that "as was to be expected, our
expert beer drinkers were unable to discern among the
brands. Of course, they are used to drinking much better stuff – their own homebrew".

BURP Doxology
Praise BURP from whom beer blessings flow,
Praise BURP ye brewers here below,
Praise BURP above ye heavenly hosts,
Praise barley, hops and yeast the most
Aaaaaaaaaaa, Drink!
Al Lowry, 1994
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2013 BURP OFFICERS
Office

Officer

Contact Information

Fearless Leader

Tom Cannon

FearlessLeader@BURP.org

Ministers of Enlightenment

Joe Federico, Steve Marler & Robert Stevens

Enlightenment@BURP.org

Ministers of Culture

Wendy Aaronson, Nick Griner & Royden
Henry

Culture@BURP.org

Minister of Prosperity

Bob Sholtes

Prosperity@BURP.org

Minister of Membeersip

Howard Michelsen

Membeersip@BURP.org

Ministers of Propaganda

Bill Ridgely & Matthew Pyle

propaganda@BURP.org

Newsletter Editor

Rich Sampson

Newsletter@BURP.org

Designated Driver Program
In its quest to promote the safe and responsible enjoyment of
homebrewed beer, BURP is pleased to offer its Designated Driver
Program. If you are a designated driver, you will receive complimentary door prize tickets. Note: Non-alcoholic beverages
are not provided by the club. Please bring your own supply to club events.

BURP News Editor
211 E Oxford Ave.
Alexandria, VA 22301

Guide for New Members
Bring more beer than you drink; bring more food than you eat.
Find the nametags and put one on. Sample (i.e., drink a small
quantity of) other people’s beers and make constructive comments. Give other people samples of your beer. Chat freely with
the first stranger you meet; that person won’t be a stranger for
long. Don’t drive while intoxicated.

